St Gregory’s Foundation
Helping vulnerable children and families in Russia
and the former USSR

Summer news 2018
Summer is on the way and this means our partners
from the Parish of Kondopoga, the small village of
Novinka and Sunflower Centre, are all making their
last preparations for the summer camps which are
the high point of the year.
With up to 80 children turning up for weekly Sunday School activities in Kondopoga, and recently
with 15 more children from the local orphanage
joining classes at the Parish House, Father Lev and
his helpers have been tirelessly looking for volunteers willing and able to help them organise the
summer camp. Fortunately, their work is paying off
as they have found 8 people, including parents and
specialists from the local “House of Creativity”.
This very poor community is pulling together to
make sure that the camps in Kondopoga and
Novinka, which provide feeding, craft classes,
physical training and leisure for children as well as
skills training and work experience for teenagers,
will run for three months in summer. →page 6

Sunflower Centre faced the same problem with
finding volunteers to run the camp for young parents who grew up in orphanages, along with their
children. It usually takes time and effort to find
suitable candidates who can work in summer in the
countryside, in the village of Dolbeniki, 300 km
away from St Petersburg. How we get ready for
Luckily, one of their
volunteers, Yulea Bondarikova, a practitioner
with a background in
speech therapy and early
development, discovered
Sunflower herself at the
conference in Moscow
where Elena and her
team introduced Sunflower’s programme for
young parents who grew
up in orphanages.
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Meet Yulea, Sunflower’s new volunteer
After meeting Sunflower, Yulea Bondarikova, who
works at the State Centre “Little Mum” in Moscow,
has paid regular visits to Sunflower every three
months – she has become a valuable addition to the
team. To Sunflower’s delight, she has brought new
competencies to the work of the Centre, running individual sessions for parents on speech therapy and
early child development. Last year Yulea joined Sunflower at the camp in Dolbeniki for the first time.
Here is her story:

for all adults - parents and specialists alike. We
lived and worked to a fixed timetable. There was a
time and a place for group and individual classes,
craft workshops and leisure activities, resolving
household issues, discussing communal living and
if they wanted the parents could find some time for
walking in the forest or swimming in the lake when
the children were asleep during the day.

I particularly remember a walk with two mothers,
when we were chatting about our lives outside the
summer camp. I realised how sincerely worried they
“It happened that my first meeting with parents and
are about their children, how often they don’t underchildren was very natural - we met at the railway
stand them or don’t have the necessary knowledge,
station, where we were waiting for a train. Then we
but want to make changes in their relationships
loaded our noisy, cheerful comwith their children and learn
pany with all our stuff, bags,
to be better parents. I resmall children and one pregmembered their fascinated
nant mother into one of the
look in my direction when I
carriages.
was doing simple things with
I had no feeling that all these
the children - reading, learnclearly attentive, caring, coming poems and nursery
passionate and sociable mothrhymes, resolving disputes
ers had in fact been through
between them, enticing them
very tough experiences in their
into classes, helping them
difficult lives. Many of them
cope with stress in both
were particularly interested in
games and everyday life. And
why I chose to go to the camp–
yet I realised that although
this made me realise that they
the parents are externally
all discussed their own reasons
adults, inside they are incredfor joining the intensive parentibly gullible children, very
ing training with Sunflower spe- Yulea ( on the right) with the families
traumatised. It was unexcialists. I shared with them my
pected for me to hear how
plans too. When the time came to go home we all
they call us, experts - the adults. The intense experihad our common experience of communal living
ence that they receive through the programme in
and sharing life at the camp. There were a lot of
the camp, I think, was not conceived to solve probdiscussions, asking difficult questions and looking
lems, but to create a model of a family life, in which
for answers, supporting each other and much more.
it is possible to see yourself and your child in differThe parents and children became closer to each
ent situations, observe, ask questions and try to get
other - however some parents found the new experianswers to them. It would not be possible without
ence disturbing and struggled to build up mutual
the atmosphere of trust we had at the camp. The
understanding. Some of them were longing to remain value of the Parent Center "Sunflower" is its
turn home, to hide from uncomfortable questions
team of true professionals, efficient, united, open,
and others, on the contrary, were keen to change
sensitive, but able to take risks and confront chaltheir lives after what they have learned about themlenges - and above all they are hugely supportive to
selves and their children. If you describe our life in
the families. For me it was an invaluable work expethe camp, the living conditions are pretty spartan
rience, both as a specialist and as a person.
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Why Sasha is looking forward to the camp
What better way to show you how important the
summer camps are for the families who attend
than to let one of the young mothers, Sasha, tell
you about it:
Sasha first came to summer camp when her
daughter, Liza, wasn't yet one. Sasha remembers
it well: "Liza used to crawl along on one side, leaning on one arm and pulling herself along. I used to
dress her in a big babygro so that she would be
comfortable. She used to get tangled up in it, and I
didn't even notice. I was just annoyed that she
couldn't walk yet and that I had to carry her
around. Until I got to know Sunflower's support
group, it didn't occur to me that children have to
develop and that they need certain conditions to
do that. Where I used to live, the adults didn't
bother about that. At that time I was totally
switched off from my child, I was trying to save myself from my husband, who was a drug addict. Sunflower helped me to keep my child and
not to go out of my mind.
I could tell you so many things about it, but I'd like
to share something else with you. Last year I got
married and had a baby. Now I have a big family,
which I am trying to bring up well. I really rely on
Sunflower. My new husband is a good man, he

grew up in a family, unlike me, but I have trouble
trusting his experience. The new arrival threatened
to make us take a break from Sunflower, but Liza
categorically insisted that we go, and I agreed that
she could go with her new daddy. They have a difficult relationship and I think it's because of me. I
think he doesn't understand her and I always want
to defend her, although I know there is no threat to
her at all. So this year they have gone to the support group together and since the New Year I have
joined them with our baby daughter. My husband
is the only dad who regularly comes to the sessions. It's very important to me because this group
is where I can learn everything I no doubt would
have learnt from my parents if I had grown up in a
family. The new life that is opening up in front of
me asks a lot of me as we build a family and I really need help and support. This summer we will go
to summer camp together. I expect a lot from the
trip, but I know how difficult it will be. Miracles
happen there, but you have to be brave so as not
to be scared of miracles."
Sunflower supports families like Sasha’s throughout
the year with funding from St Gregory’s made possible
by your donations.
Photos: Sasha with Liza; Sasha and her baby Ksenia
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Ideas without borders: A-tech visit to Krakow
You might remember Gleb’s story from the
last newsletter and that we found a Polish
supervisor, Iolanta Kolanko, for the
“Dinamika” and “Communication Space”
Centres to help them evaluate the progress
of each of their disabled children and teenagers who benefit from the A-tech project.
Our Russian colleagues found this expertise
invaluable and we encouraged them to go
even further in their exchange of ideas and
learning best practice.

Katya Klochkova and Gabi

You helped us fund the study visit of specialists and volunteers from both Centres to the
special school for disabled children in Krakow at
the invitation of Iolanta Kolanko, who is a vicedirector of the school and who showed how Polish
specialists work with disabled children. The visit
was an eye-opener for our partners and they
shared with us the ideas that could be replicated in
both St Petersburg and Moscow. Katya Klochkova,
the director of “Physical Rehabilitation” shared her
impressions from this visit:
“Gabi is one of the pupils of the Special School No.
11 (Zespół szkół specjalnych) in Krakow (Poland).
She can neither speak, nor move, nor control her
body. But thanks to her teacher, we can understand her, and Gabi is able to communicate in her
daily life. Gabi uses one of the specialist methods
of alternative communication: she looks at pictures
on a screen with a glance, and the programme
sounds them. It seems so simple and natural - to
choose a drink first, and then a sandwich, to ask
for more or stop when you're full. However, for a
child with disabilities these simple actions often
A-Tech classes at school No. 11
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form an insurmountable obstacle. The eye-tracker
which Gabi uses, has a wide range of applications:
today we watched how it helped organise a meal.
Gabi was a full participant in the process, she
chose what she wanted, asked to stop, whether
she ate or she just wanted to drink. As specialists it
is vital that we can give more children the opportunity to communicate and engage fully this way.”
“Victor has 3 devices for communication. One is an
eye tracker - Victor with this help prints words,
which are then voiced. When he needs to say a
longer phrase, he asks for a special book and, with
the help of the teacher, chooses the symbol he
needs. Believe me, this happens very quickly.
Sometimes in the class, they use buttons that contain different phrases, for example, when they play
small skits. It is very convenient. This time Victor
asked for the button with the recording. But since
he can’t press it with his hands, he pressed the button with his head. We often think that we should
choose one tool and one tool only for communication, but it's great when there are such wide
opportunities. Another simple but effective
solution we picked up - it is not always possible to find books and manuals suitable for a
particular child, which correspond to his or
her abilities and interests. But it is important
to remember that very much can be done
independently. It does not take much time or
effort, but it is a useful, important and exciting experience for the child. We saw how
wonderful books can be made by the teachers themselves. And we took note!”
www.stgregorysfoundation.org.uk

News from Georgia
Thanks to your support of the legal programme in the
first three months of this year Mkurnali has defended
13 homeless teenagers and has saved 9 of them
from prison (two cases are ongoing). The latest story
told us by Nino Chubabria, Mkurnali’s director is a
perfect example of how their legal programme works:
In April Gigi asked Mkurnali for help. He was accused of hooliganism and faced between 4 and 7
years imprisonment, but Gigi claimed he was innocent. On April 2nd he and his friend were walking
down Baktrioni Street when they saw a little boy
asking a young couple to let him clean their windscreen. The couple were very rude toward the boy
so Gigi and his friend stood up for him. The man
swore at them and told them not to get involved or
they would be in trouble because the couple were
prosecutors. Irritated by the injustice, Gigi told the
couple that their official position didn't give them
the right to offend poor people. Gigi’s words infuriated the man, who got out of the car, showed his
prosecutor’s card and threatened the boys. The
arguments escalated, the woman called the police
and Gigi and his friend were arrested. The couple

blamed Gigi and his friend, saying that the boys
had initiated the verbal abuse and even beat the
man with a metal object. The wife presented just a
few seconds of video of the confrontation, and
called witnesses who were insurance company
guards who confirmed the boys’ fault.
Mkurnali stepped in and discovered other witnesses who had seen the whole incident, but were never questioned. Their testimonies were almost identical to Gigi and his friend’s story but radically different from those provided by the couple and the
first witnesses. Nevertheless, the prosecutor’s office opposed the witnesses confirming Gigi’s innocence. However the judge recognized the new testimonies and requested all the witnesses be questioned at the trial stage. During questioning the insurance company guards confirmed that Gigi had
no metal object and had not inflicted physical harm
on the couple. This testimony put the evidence of
the prosecutor and his wife in doubt. This fact and
the testimony of the witnesses we had submitted,
meant that justice was served and Gigi was released from the courtroom.

NB! To keep in touch, please respond today
To be compliant with the new data protection law
which comes into effect on 25th May we’ll be able
to send our future communications after that date
to only those of you who have replied positively so
this well might be our last newsletter to those of
you who didn’t contact us!
If you didn’t send us your consent earlier and
would like to continue receiving our updates and

Please send me (check all boxes that apply):

•

SGF newsletter twice a year : by post
by email
•
SGF monthly bulletings by email: general news
Fiends of Mkurnali
•
Occasional reminders:
( once/twice a year,e.g re my subscription)
by post
by email

happy for us to store your details - please fill out
and send us the form below by post to:
Julia Ashmore, SGF, 4 Bushy Court, 20 Upper Teddington Road, Hampton Wick, Surrey, KT1 4DU
or email your consent to: Julia –sgf@outlook.com.
Any questions? Call 02033724992
Please respond today— we’d hate to lose you!

I agree that StGregory’s can store my details:
Name:_________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
Address________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
Email:__________________________________________________

Please unsubscribe me

www.stgregorysfoundation.org.uk

Date: ___________________Singnature______________________
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News in brief
Thank you to James Colston ran the Denang
Ironman and raised $574.74 for our A-Tech programme, beating his target of $550.

enjoy the summer and go hiking, picnicking and
exploring some of the many beautiful Karelian
islands!

Fundraising dinner on April 23rd

Warm welcome for orphans in Kondopoga

Our immense thanks to all the supporters who
helped boost our funds at the fundraising dinner in
the presence of our Patron, HRH Prince Michael of
Kent. Our first estimate is £24,000 - this amount
will allow us to continue funding our projects with
confidence.

We cannot stop being amazed by the living spirit of
community in the Parish of Kondopoga. Besides
organising Sunday School for about 80 children
(some of them from needy families who come at
the request of the social services) and feeding
daily about 25-30 homeless and unemployed, for
the last few months they have been hosting children from the local orphanage.

The camp in Novinka village returns!
We are delighted that Mother Irina Soboleva has
fully recovered and that she and Father Sergey will
be organising two-weeks summer camp in July at
the request of the social services and Kondopoga
parish for 12 teenagers (aged 13-17) from the
most disadvantaged families. This camp has
become a tradition and the residents of Novinka

are very thankful that teenagers help preserve
their village. In 2016 a group of teenagers painted
a gazebo on the playground, the girls helped with
general cleaning in the village church (windows
and carpets). The teenagers also mowed down the
grass along the creek in the centre of the village
and around the playground, have helped to load
and unload wood for two elderly widows in the
village and much more.

All this work was organised and funded by the
Parish itself with the help of a few volunteers who
now help run special classes for 15 orphans, aged
6-14. Such classes aim at developing skills, improving physical condition and memory. Besides
special classes, the volunteers organise leisure
time, sport and games, helping at their own minifarm, and provide such classes as drawing, knitting, sewing, cooking and the most recent addition
– English lessons! This year a professional speech
therapist-volunteer came to the Parish to help the
orphans and it turned out there are no such specialists in the orphanage. Above all the Parish has
been helping the children to see another world
which is different to the orphanage and spend time
in a family-like atmosphere.
This summer 30 children will be coming to the
Parish house every day during three-month summer holidays to have lunch, classes and craft
workshops. Can you sponsor a child’s place on this
year’s summer camp? It costs £22 to provide a 5
day camp for a child.

The villagers are extremely grateful and bring
vegetables and milk, and help cook for the teenagers. A few local families stoked traditional bathhouses for them to wash in. And of course the
teenagers do not only work but also find time to
6
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How your donations help
Make a one-off donation
£10 will feed a child in Kondopoga for a week
£32 will cover weekly home visits of a mentor
to a troubled teenager, who grew up in an orphanage, to help with their independent living
£56 will fund monthly individual occupational
therapy for a disabled child
£180 will provide a legal service for homeless
teenagers in Tbilisi for a week.

Keep in touch
I want to become a member of St Gregory’s Foundation and receive the newsletter by
post. I enclose a donation of £20 (waged)/
£10 (unwaged).
 Please send me news by email

Make a regular donation
Donate online at stgregorysfoundation.org.uk
or return this standing order form
To the manager ________________________ Bank,
_______________________________________________
_________________________________ (address)
Acc. No: _________________

Find us on Facebook:
facebook.com/SaintGregs

Sort code: _______________

Name: __________________________________
Address: ________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
E-mail address: __________________________

Please pay into the account of: The St Gregory’s Foundation,
Royal Bank of Scotland, 50/52A White Ladies Road, Bristol,
BF8 2NH (sort code 16-12-53, account no.12348109) the
sum of £_____ starting on ____/____/____ (date)
and
thereafter on the same day monthly/quarterly/annually
(Delete as appropriate). This replaces an existing order in
favour of St Gregory’s Foundation.

Name: ________________________________________
Signature: _____________________________________

Don’t forget to
If you are a UK tax payer, we would be grateful if you could Gift Aid your donation. This will allow us to reclaim 25p for
every £1 you donate.
I wish to Gift Aid my donation of £____________to St Gregory’s Foundation ( single donation)
I wish to Gift Aid my donation of £_____________ and any donations I make in the future or have made in the past
4 years to St Gregory’s Foundation (multiple donation)
I am a UK taxpayer and understand that if I pay less Income Tax and/or Capital Gains Tax than the amount of Gift Aid
claimed on all my donations in that tax year it is my responsibility to pay any difference.
Title___________ First Name or initial (s)___________________________________________________________
Surname____________________________________ Full home address _____________________________________
__________________________________________________Post code ____________

Date __________________

What do we do?
St Gregory’s Foundation works in Russia and Georgia to tackle the social problems facing children,
teenagers, parents and carers. Helping our local partners in Russia and the former USSR we bring
knowledge, skills and support to local initiatives, creating opportunities for vulnerable people to fulfil
their potential. Our work makes disadvantaged children and families active participants in improving their
own lives and encourages a more charitable society.

St Gregory’s AGM

Contact details:
Please send donations to:
Eddy Quah, Treasurer
c/o 4 Bushy Court, 20 Upper Teddington Rd, Hampton Wick, Surrey,
KT1 4DU.

We will be holding our AGM on Monday 10 September at 68 Ambrosden
Avenue, London, SW1P 1QG. All members will be sent an invitation and
voting slip. Take this opportunity to meet fellow supporters, learn how we
represent your interests and hear more about our work. If you would like
to come to the meeting and you are not formally a member, do consider
joining us using the membership form on page 7.

For more information or
volunteer opportunities contact:

Christmas cards: early bird discount

Julia Ashmore, Executive Secretary

By the address above.
Tel: 0203372 4992
Julia-sgf@outlook.com
SGF Directors:
Mr Nicholas Kolarz, Chair
Cecuk@aol.com
Eddy Quah, Treasurer
eddy.sh.quah@gmail.com
Miss Vivian Wright,
vmwright@waitrose.com
Mr Sebastian Coventry
Coventry@btinternet.com

Although Christmas feels a long way away, we’re taking advance orders
for Christmas cards already. You can order online at
stgregorysfoundation.org.uk/get-involved/buy-christmas-cards/
Or send cheques payable to St Gregory’s Foundation to Mrs Jane
Jones ,“Emrys” Kilmorey Park Road, Chester, CH2 3QT
If you order before 1st September (old stock, available while it lasts) you
will get an early bird discount:


Nativity icon cards - £4/pack of 10(normally £5) with Christmas greetings
in English and Russian inside. 149 x 105 mm, envelopes included.



The Georgian Mother of God cards are £3 (instead of £4) per pack of 10.
with Christmas greetings in English. Size 136 x 86 , envelopes included.

Dr Tamara Dragadze
DRAGADZEUK@aol.com
Mrs Tania Illingworth
Tania.illingworth@gmail.com
Mr Hamish McArthur
H.McArthur@grenbas.co.uk

Mrs Kitty Stidworthy
kstidworthy@hotmail.com
Mrs Jane Jones
janejones.emrys@btinternet.com

 The Russian village cards are £4/pack of 10 (usual price is £5). The
cards contain Christmas greetings in English and Russian. 174 x118 mm,
envelopes included.

Please add £3 postage and packing for the first pack and 30p for each
subsequent pack.
We will be printing new designs this summer, please check our store at
stgregorysfoundation.bigcartel.com.
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